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Buxton Primary School visited Yellingbo
recently and James Frazer, our Community
Education Coordinator, arranged a talk and a
planting project. When I spoke to the group I
was shown their whole school project, He
Ho’s. It tells of He Ho’s going on holiday and
having adventures. The school won first prize
for their entry in book writing for smaller
schools. Last year they also won first prize for
a book on Leadbeater’s Possum. What a great
school!
Alia is a 6 year old.
She visited
Yellingbo with her
mother earlier this
year (see Elisa
Raulings in 2 m.
tree project).
Helmeted
Honeyeaters have
become very special
to her. Alia has
raised over $!00 to “
Help Bob feed the
birds.” Alia gained
sponsorship when
she ran in a recent
Fun Run in Melbourne. The money will be
used to upgrade a bird feeding station. A

special thankyou to Alia.
Stella, Jean, Isabelle and Estelle are junior
students from Brunswick South West Primary
School. They wrote a lovely letter to tell us

that they organised a cake stall to help the
Helmeted Honeyeater. They raised over $200
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which will be used to upgrade 2 bird feeding
stations. A special thankyou to Stella, Jean,
Isabelle and Estelle.
It is time for the AGM. I hope to see you at
Healesville Sanctuary on Saturday , 20th
September. My time as President has been
wonderful thanks to the committee and so
many members. If you are looking for a busy
and enjoyable time, stand for President. ■

at the Friends meeting on Saturday, November 22nd at the Depot Shed area.
Planting will take place from 10 am onwards.
A barbecue lunch, where we supply the meat,
vegie burgers etc and you help with a salad or
dessert, will start from about 12.30 pm.
If more time is needed to complete the
planting of the 800 plants for Ken’s special
area, we will continue after lunch. ■

Naturalist 29-8-1938 – 9-7-2014

Ken influenced so many people with his
passion for the natural world. His enthusiasm
for wildlife, birdlife in particular, was passed
on to many at tertiary education level, at Bird
Observers Club and in the general populace.
The Yarra Valley area was indeed fortunate to
have Ken as the resident enthusiast ready to
provide a program or take a walk where he
could share his knowledge.
The Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater were

privileged to have Ken as President in 2001.
To be asked by Ken to launch the eighth
edition of Field Guide to the Birds of Australia
was really special to me. When I queried, ‘why
me’? His reaction was that he wanted it
launched in the local area.
Memorial planting
In recognition of Ken’s dedication and service
to wildlife, a memorial planting will take place

The 2 m. revegetation project for the Yarra
valley, where about 300,000 plants will find
homes in the Yellingbo Reserve, commences
from the first week in September. It will provide a huge boost for the natural habitat. But
think of the tremendous task to organise the
collection of seed, the siting of plants and the
arranging of contract planters. The Friends
thank Elisa Raulings (guest speaker at the
2013 AGM) for her work as overseer and
coordinator in a highly complicated project.
Thanks to Michelle Faram and the nursery
volunteers, who have worked so hard to
provide almost 20,000 plants for this project.
Every year Michelle has orders from Parks
Victoria, Melbourne water, Yarra Ranges
Council and the Friends Coordinator, so an
extra 20,000 has taxed our resources
considerably. Well done under difficult
circumstances! ■

The plan to connect conservation reserves
into one large park in this part of the
Yarra Valley is nearing reality.
The Coordinating Committee of 13 has
four community representatives.
When the nominations for those positions
are ratified in the near future meetings
will be arranged.
More information will be forthcoming..

The population of Helmeted Honeyeaters at
Yellingbo peaked at approximately 100
individuals in February (2014) after a highly
successful 2013/2014 breeding season and
release of captive-bred birds. The majority of
fledglings produced
that season and
captive-bred birds
released in October
2014 are still alive.
Last year’s release
occurred at a new
release site and one
of that release group
has dispersed to the
Cockatoo Swamp
release site where
she has re-paired to
another male.

breeding pairs.
Anticipation
The habitat the translocated birds were
shifted into is in better condition than that of

Translocation
A translocation of 12
fledglings from the
Cockatoo Swamp release site to the second
release area of the reserve occurred during
6th – 13th May (2014). The aim of the
translocation was to ‘free-up’ habitat at the
source colony for the next season’s fledglings
and bolster the numbers of Helmeted
Honeyeaters at the recipient site.
All the translocated birds eventually made
their way back to their natal colony and while
this outcome may seem unwanted, there are
positive outcomes to be explained.

their other main option, Cockatoo Swamp. We
can still anticipate some of the translocated
birds eventually settling at the second release
area of Yellingbo.
The translocation results with respect to the
birds' movements demonstrate the need to
bolster habitat corridors. Travelling via a
treed (and shrub) corridor must be a safer
option for Helmeted Honeyeaters than
crossing areas without canopy and mid-storey
cover.

Positive
Firstly, no birds died as a result of the
translocation. Secondly, the translocated
birds’ knowledge of the recipient sites and
birds, plus some of the recipient sites’ birds
having visited the Cockatoo Swamp release
site (one has relocated to there) are
considered major benefits to the wild
population because they now have additional
options for establishing territories and

Population
The current population of Helmeted
Honeyeaters is believed to be at least 90
individuals. This number will be bolstered by
the release during September 2014 of 18
birds bred at Healesville Sanctuary.
2014/2015 Breeding Season
At Yellingbo, four pairs are known to have
produced eggs, while nest building has been
detected in another four territories. However,

the 2014/2015 breeding season is only about
a month old and the number of confirmed
breeding pairs will increase significantly.
Hopefully, this breeding season will be as
successful as the previous one during which
36 fledglings were produced!
Bunyip State Park
Some of the Bunyip State Park sites continue
to be monitored via remote cameras at feed
stations and area searches. Volunteers Huib
Ottow and Andrew Fraser have surveyed
these sites most recently.
The number of Helmeted Honeyeaters
(subspecies cassidix) confirmed as being alive

Busy, Busy, Busy! Not just the bee’s but the
nursery crew. Since the beginning of
February we have been putting together
around 70 plant orders and we still have
quite a lot more to go.
The Friends coordinator, James has been
getting lots of plants in the ground with his
revegetation program .
To ensure that we can
supply all of the plants
required we have been
propagating lots of
plants from cuttings,
division and seeds.
Over the winter
months their growth
rate can be a little
slow. The use of a little
extra warmth provided
by a heated mat and a
little overhead
watering can help
them along.
Heated area
We currently have a very small heated area
two meters in length and approximately six
meters of wire bench space that is covered by

in Bunyip was three individuals in autumn
2014. Additionally, an individual of the
Gippsland subspecies of Yellow-tufted
Honeyeater (subspecies gippslandicus) was
recorded. An unbanded individual, probably a
hybrid offspring, was also seen. In late July
(2014) two cassidix and one gippslandicus
have been sighted.
An update on the Helmeted Honeyeaters will
be appear in the next edition of He Ho Herald.
I thank everyone for the great assistance
provided to the Helmeted Honeyeater
Recovery Program. ■

an automated misting system in one of our
igloos. We also have a large number of
cuttings held under temporary shade covers
in another igloo, due to lack of space. These
are not under an automatic watering system.
Recently on close examination of our wire
benches it was noted that they had begun to
corrode badly, with
large pieces falling
out. With our
increasing production
another factor, it was
decided that an
overhaul of our
existing propagation
system was in order.
New Propagation
System
The new system will
include eleven meters
of new wire benches
running the full length
of the igloo. Currently two of the benches are
much wider than the rest and make access
difficult. A new thermostatically controlled
heat mat, six meters in length will replace the
old one. The misting system will be carried

along the entire length of the benches.
We also ordered some extra benches to
further expand our outside stock holding
capacity, by approximately 7,500 plants. Over
the summer months when we are growing on
plants for the autumn space is at a premium
until the orders start to go out. Two benches
from our existing propagation area will also
be used for this area.
The benches were delivered at the end of

This topic has come up
because the exceptional
breeder cmppb (light
green/light green)
lovingly known as “Super
Mum” was euthanised
earlier in the year after
developing chronic
lameness which was due
to gout. Also, sm:kg
(pink/dark green) was
noted to have gout in her
leg while she was being
evaluated for severe
injuries to her wing.

August. The bench tops and legs come
separately but two of our volunteers, Pete
and Robin quickly began the process of
putting them together, adding tech screws for
extra stability and shifting the benches into
place.
All this work being done not only to keep you
busy, busy, busy, but of course happy,
happy, happy as well! ■

Uric Acid
As part of general body
function, proteins and
nucleic acids (DNA) get
broken down. Most of
their components get
turned into
carbohydrates or fats,
but their nitrogen needs
to be excreted.
Nitrogenous waste can
be excreted as ammonia,
uric acid or urea. Fish
are able to excrete
ammonia straight into
the water, but other
Clinical sign
animals need to convert
I am relatively new to the Helmeted
Let me start by saying
it to something less toxic
Honeyeater supplementary feeding
that gout can be difficult
like uric acid or urea.
program. I am a veterinarian and have
to understand. In birds
Birds and reptiles mainly
practiced in the USA and Australia.
gout is not a disease in
create uric acid and
I enjoy all my patients, but my special
itself, but could be better
mammals mainly create
interest is in wildlife and conservation
classified as a clinical
urea. Uric acid takes
medicine, in which I have a Masters.
sign. It is the end promore energy to create
duct of a wide number of
but is less soluble
I do hope that this article can help some
disease processes that
therefore requiring less
of the members and feeders understand
cause high levels of uric
water for excretion than
more about avian gout.
acid in the blood.
Gretchen ammonia or urea. Uric
Unfortunately once it
acid is white and pasty,
has developed, we are
forming the urates part of bird and reptile
often unable to reverse the damage already
droppings.
done. I will explain more about uric acid, why
Uric acid is formed in the liver then excreted
disease can cause it to increase, then we will
by the kidneys.
look at gout specifically.

Hyperuricaemia
Uric acid formation is a normal part of waste
excretion, but it causes problems when it stays
in the blood in high levels. This is called
hyperuricaemia. The kidneys' ability to excrete

uric acid can be affected by high levels of
calcium or protein in the food, too much
vitamin D3, dehydration, cold weather and
stress. The amount of uric acid in a bird's
blood can vary from day to day, but if high
levels are persistent they can lead to gout.
Many things can cause high levels of uric acid,
such as dehydration, dietary imbalances of
protein, vitamins or minerals, and anything
causing damage to the kidneys. When the
kidneys lose more than 70% of their function
then uric acid will become elevated in the
blood. The kidneys can be damaged through
infection, toxins or degenerative changes.
Some problems occur suddenly and some
more chronically.
Hyperuricaemia turns into Gout
Since uric acid is less soluble, when it stays in
high levels in the blood it starts to form crystal
deposits which grow into white stone-like
“tophi”. This is gout. Deposits can form in the

joints (called articular gout), or in internal
organs like the liver, heart, kidneys, muscle,
eye, and brain, causing their failure (called
visceral gout). In birds gout more frequently
develops as articular gout. Exactly how
hyperuricaemia turns into gout is unknown.
It is thought that because uric acid wants to
stay as a liquid at higher temperatures then
tophi may form in the joints because they are
a slightly lower temperature than the rest of
the body. Potentially visceral gout may form
after a period of severe dehydration, causing
tophi to form on organs, further impairing
kidney function and rapidly leading to death.
In human medicine gout is associated with
obesity and drug, alcohol and protein intake
which shows that genetic and environmental
factors contribute to its development. In
reptiles most often environmental factors are
implicated. In birds, hyperuricaemia and gout
may also result from genetic abnormalities to
kidney and liver function, which would show
as an inherited trait through family/blood
lines (note: pink/dark green and light
green/light green (Super Mum) were not
closely related).
Signs of Gout
How can you tell that a bird is suffering from
gout? It can be difficult to say the least. If
affected by visceral gout, the bird will often die
without warning and diagnosis is usually at
postmortem. Articular gout is easier to notice

and you may see birds that are reluctant to
grasp or perch, are holding a leg up, have
swollen toes or other joints, or joints that seem
painful. You can often see the white tophi
through the skin if you are close enough.
Veterinarians will diagnose gout through blood
tests checking for hyperuricaemia, x-rays
which may show tophi and inflammation,
using a needle to take a sample from a swollen
joint, or performing special tests on crystals to
see if they are made of uric acid.

because the joint is often already quite
damaged and we don't want to create surgical
damage and inflammation as well.

It all started back in January.
Bob turns to me one day and says “Would you
be happy to work with Sue on something for
the Birthday? I don't really know what to do
and I think you two could come up with
something”. He’s an ideas man that
guy – only he just hatches them
rather than cooking up the whole
breakfast. Sure I say – can’t be that
hard! A cake, a few balloons, fairy
bread – make sure there’s enough
games for them all to play. Oh yeah,
stop – wrong kind of party, needs to be more
an ‘Event’.

involved, the Ambassadors, the Notables and
not so notable, those who have been around a
long time and folks just coming in along with
as many of the people we partner with as we
can. Let’s celebrate our volunteers, highlight
those who started the group and
have hung around for the whole 25
years and still put in. Let’s honour
our partners and the benefits we
have both achieved. Let’s give them
all something from us - a token, a
thank you, a commemor-ation. Let’s
mark it with a bang and give everyone a real
good time. Look, to be honest I’m not sure we
did do all these things but I do think we
covered most of them.
We started May with a letter to all the
residents of Yellingbo and Macclesfield inviting

Prevention
If gout is so difficult to treat, then can we try
prevent it instead? Because there are a large
number of varied reasons that the kidneys
could fail, we should expect that gout will be
seen from time to time as an end product. It is
difficult to detect hyperuricaemia or kidney
disease early unless regular bloodwork is
performed, something probably too invasive
Treatment
Unfortunately treatment of gout is difficult and and stressful for wild birds. As feeders we can
usually can only be palliative. If an underlying do our part to limit the spread of infectious
agents by cleaning the feeding stations well
cause has been diagnosed, treatment is also
and using proper bowl placement. In the
aimed at that disease. Medications such as
future if cases of gout seem to be increasing
anti-inflammatories are used to reduce pain
then further research might be needed to
and inflammation, while other drugs like
allopurinol and colchicine reduce further uric determine whether they are in fact statistically
significant. ■
acid production. Having the bird in a warm
environment and well hydrated is beneficial.
References:
Dietary changes are made to supplement Bgroup vitamins and vitamin A, while reducing Reptile Medicine and Surgery, 2nd ed by D. Mader
Avian Medicine: Principles and Application by
vitamin D3, calcium, and protein. Surgery is
Ritchie, Harrison and Harrison
usually not performed to remove the tophi

A plan
So we hatch a plan of our own – a month’s
worth of activities, let’s get the local residents

them to take up a gift from us, a plant voucher
and to join us in our celebrations. By the end
of the month 25 had done so and 7 had also
become members.

committee widows & widowers. A truly
remarkable group of folks. But that is only the
start – behind them waiting to tick over their
25 years is another group who will be added to
the honour roll as they pass that auspicious
Expert advise
milestone. Next to the honour roll, the Mud
To help both the plants and their new owners, map shows the locations dedicated to those
expert plant advice was given freely by
honoured. In the near future, these locales
Michelle something I know was gratefully
will be marked with a small plaque so
taken and and for which I owe sincere thanks. members can follow the trail.
Then onto the big day or really more of the big
week.
The Nursery
We wound up the day with members having a
The big Birthday Party
look round the Nursery and taking the
We held the Birthday party on the 17th of May opportunity to get Merchandise out of Matilda
starting the day with James, Rich and Jeff
( the trailer). Thanks to Michelle and Robin
taking a small group of member’s out to see
who not only did the selling on the day but
the bird in the wild. This is always a privilege
spruced up Matilda as well.
and the group was well rewarded. The weather Later in that week Jo Antrobus from PV and I
couldn’t have been better and around 73 folks
turned up for the BBQ lunch ably cooked by
Susan and Neil. Welcomed by Viv with a glass
of champers, there were some old Friends and
some new ones. DEPI and PV staff,
councillors, the Mayor, the local MP – all sorts
were there. We had lunch, we sipped
champagne, we reminisced and we had a good
time. We also had a stupendous cake thanks
to Kaye Case who organised it – she sure
knows a good cake maker!
The 25 Year Club
On the day we unveiled our 25 Year Club.
Folks who were there from the beginning, or
close to it, who still contribute and are still
involved. These 11 entries on the board of
honour represent 8 individuals, 2 couples and
a large and varied group known as the

took another small group tour for members to
see the birds in the wild and again our
feathered friends co-operated as did the
weather.

Friday the 23rd of May
On the actual birthday date, quite
appropriately we held a day for the
Ambassadors. After a talk from Bruce on the
Supplementary feeding and banding, Jo
Antrobus gave a presentation on the
Leadbeaters Possum complete with “George”
the taxidermy possum. He was a real hit with
the kids and the group of 5 Yellingbo and 7
Macclesfield students did well in all their
answers to Jo’s testing questions of George’s
habitat, status and general well being.

there with his family which I was thrilled to
see.
It was fun – all of it from the planning to the
end. Other than those mentioned above I wish
to give a big thanks to Sue Tardif for all her
help. Also to James for helping with the sign
erecting and to Anne Fitzpatrick for her help
on the party setup and running.

Leaving George and Jo at the house, we set
out to feed the birds and take observations.
James and I were very impressed with the high
calibre of the observations – again the
youngsters exceeded what we expected, so at
Bruce’s suggestion we added these to the day’s
regular observations. After lunch at the Depot
shed the group planted out 160 tubestock in a
plot next to Woori Yallock creek. It was a great
day and the rain which had threatened to
break out had held off to a few drips, so the
kids all managed to get home dry, fed and well
educated on the He Ho and LBP. Just a perfect
way to commemorate the day the Friends were
born.

attended the Party was given one on the day,
some I have given to members as I have seen
them at the Nursery or on other occasions and
a few have been posted out. I have a list and
I'm working through it. So if you are at the
AGM and you haven’t received one let me
know. I will post out pins to any members
who don't have one after the AGM. ■

A special Walk
Saturday the 24th and our last scheduled
event for the month. Thanks to the support of
Birds Aust and in particular Mary-Anne
Anderson we were treated to a walk lead by
David Ap-Thomas. Around 30 people young
and old spotted a number of bird species with
the help of David’s expertise and his depth of
knowledge on the history of the area enthralled
all of us. One of our young Ambassadors was

Lapel Pin
Lastly, we do have a gift for you all – a
commemorative lapel pin. Everyone who

Speaking of the AGM

Remember
Saturday 20 September 2014,
2 pm
At the Healesville Sanctuary
Free entry
Guest Speaker Dr.Joe Greet
"Decline of flood plain forests at Yellingbo:
causes and restoration"
BBQ at noon
at the Robert Eadie Pavilion
BYO cutlery & glasses
Bring a salad to share as well

On Sunday 20th July, 49 singles ventured to
Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve to
participate in the 6th Landcare for Singles
event coordinated by the Yarra Ranges
Landcare Network.

with a warm fire and mulled cider to keep
away winter chills.
Approximately 1300 plants were planted into
prepared areas, enhancing habitat for the
endangered Helmeted honeyeater.

The hosts, Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater
and supporters, Macclesfield Landcare and
Feedback has been very positive.
Southern Ranges Environmental Alliance,
The next event is already scheduled for
provided a well organised day supplemented
Autumn 2015. ■

James Frazer

Translation
With Spring upon us, the revegetation &
education program has now reached the
pointy end of the year.
Since the last edition, I’ve delivered numerous
presentations to schools and community
groups, with the aim of building both
engagement with our revegetation program,
and fostering continued awareness of HeHo
conservation within the community. This is
now translating into a steady flow of groups
keen to do on-ground works.

Stats of works to date:
• Nine fenced plots constructed – 6 planted at
time of writing, including a successful and
fun ‘Landcare for Singles’ planting day.
• 3.2 ha site, confluence Woori Yallock creek
and Cockatoo creek – 2075m2 treated with
weed gunnel matting, planting commenced.
• Two habitat enrichment sites, Woori Yallock
creek–enrichment plantings, coppicing of
senescent shrubs. Works at these sites will
bring the vegetation community in line with
published descriptions of HeHo habitat. A
range of deer-proof guards have been trialled

at these sites. Many thanks to Ranger Miles
Stewart-Howie for provision of Tubex guards.
• 3,447 tubestock planted at time of writing
• 9,525 tubestock to plant by years end
(Conservation Volunteers Australia contracted by DEPI to plant 4150 of this)
Engagement statistics to date:
• Ten planting groups – 284 people, totalling
954 hrs in-kind labour
• One TAFE works day, constructing wire
guards for habitat enrichment plantings
• Four on-going volunteers for reveg program
management.
• Six more planting groups will visit over the
coming weeks to learn about HeHo conservation and do on-ground works.
Invitation
In addition, I’d like to extend the invitation to
all FOHH members to attend two upcoming
revegetation days.
1. The ‘HeHoedown’ – a community planting
day, accompanied by banjo players and a
gumboot-throwing contest(!)
Sunday, 21st Sept 11am – 3pm
Meet at the Nursery
2. Ken Simpson memorial reveg plot – a
planting to be held on ‘Members Day’, in
honour of Ken Simpson, distinguished
ornithologist and past President of FOHH and
BOCA. (See obituary)
In addition to the above works, I’ve
represented FOHH across a range of
committees, including the Recovery Team,

PPWCMA Yarra4Life and the State
Government 2 Million Trees program for
Yellingbo.
Revegetation works have now commenced in
Yellingbo for the 2 Million Trees program. This
will see approximately 300,000 plants planted
in the Reserve by contractors Australian
Ecosystems. Prioritisation of revegetation sites
i

n the Reserve was developed collaboratively
between FOHH, DEPI, Zoos Vic, PV and
Greening Australia. Project manager Dr Elisa
Raulings has done a wonderful job drawing
together this process into a revegetation plan
that will guide efforts for years to come.
This is a big year for revegetation works in the
Reserve, and I’ve been humbled by the
commitment and enthusiasm shown by all
involved in realizing our goals. I hope you are
all enjoying the shift to warmer, longer days.
I’ve certainly been enjoying some sunny
planting days. Makes a good change from
being soaked to the bone! ■

Richard Case

Quite a variety of tasks to report on this
time around. Planting, fence maintenance, weeding and seed collection.
And always the birds.
Steve's Forest
On the 18th of May we went out to Steve’s

Forest to do some infill planting. Not so quick
however. The cell had been damaged by
floods, fallen branches, animals and rust.
The first job was to clear the fence of debris
and fallen branches. Next we straightened the
bent posts and replaced two of them which
had snapped. Then we added three chicken

wire panels in the worst affected areas.
Finally, we were ready to plant, 140 Mountain
Swamp Gum, mainly around the Common
Reed area. And 10 Scentbark on the slope.
Overall, the ground was much drier than
expected, but it’s the right time of the year to
plant, with more rain to come. As we worked,

we had the company of Bell Miners, Whitenaped Honeyeaters and Golden Whistlers
calling above us. In the late afternoon, a
Wedge-tailed Eagle was heard calling and
then seen flying low over us, about 20m up
and well below the Manna Gum canopy.
Weeding Holly
On the 8th of June we had a special weeding
day for Holly. One had been spotted on the
Woori Yallock Creek during the Member’s Day
in March. We don’t seem to have many on the
Woori, compared to Cockatoo Creek, so it
would be nice to get it before it spreads. We
walked in from Beers Bridge, along the
Western Boundary Track, heading upstream.
Just over the Middle Creek bridge we came
across a party of Crested (Eastern) Shriketits. Most of them were in Mountain Swamp
Gum but unusually, one came down and
foraged in the Common Reeds, giving us
excellent views. This bird was giving a “burrburr” call which I don’t remember hearing
before, perhaps an alert call? The others up
in the tree were giving the usual “woka-wa-

chew!” call (or “knock-at-the-door”, if you
prefer).
We reached the Holly growing where the track
rises south of the water point. It was about
2.5m tall, young and thin, growing fast. We
dug it out, not much of a root system but it
will have to be monitored carefully as they
can easily re-sprout from
bits of root. We
continued to walk “a
short way” looking for
more Holly but ended up
doing the whole loop
without finding any. As
we walked along, we had
magnificent views of a
pair of Bassian Thrush
as they hopped along the
track in front of us, not
far from the bridge at the
southern end of the
Reserve.
Willows
After a rather late lunch,
we went downstream to assess the Willows
which are starting to regrow. The ones in
Shaw Road Wetland look small but are all
coppiced from fallen trunks which have
previously been treated. These will take a
determined effort to kill. Further downstream,
some are growing in a cell and may be
possible to remove, or at least, try. We
continued further down but much of the
Willow stands of the past have been
eliminated, a credit to the Parks Vic Rangers,
Green Corps groups, Melbourne Water and
others who have worked on them.
13th of July
We had heaps of rain and Woori Yallock
Creek was near to flooding before the Reveg
Day of the 13th of July. We were renovating
and planting the old empty Cell 7A, down
near the remaining (really) big Manna Gums.
We started by blocking and fencing an old,
disused and flooded Wombat hole under the
fence. Next was weeding, a small amount of
Blackberry, being careful to leave the lovely
patch of Native Raspberry. (continued on page 15)
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All quoted prices and stock availability are current as at date stated on previous page are subject to
change without notice. To avoid disappointment, please check with us before placing your order .
Payment options
1. By post. Please mail this form and your payment to: Att: Merchandise officer Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater PO Box 131, Woori Yallock, VIC 3139
2. Online banking. Please email or post this completed order form when paying through online
banking E: heho1@optusnet.com.au
Account name: Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Inc Running account
Bank: Bendigo Bank, Woori Yallock. BSB: 633108 Account number: 138839170
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Secretary
Treasurer

•
•
•
•

Robert Anderson
Richard Case
Marita Hanigan
Susan McVeigh

and...

•
•
•
•

Robin Young
Jeff Dickinson
Neil Wentworth
Bruce Quin

And...
Nursery Manager
FoHH Coordinator
DSE Ornithologist
Merchandise
Newsletter Editor

Michelle Faram
James Frazer
Bruce Quin
Debbie Mitchell
Sam G.Schouten

To contact any of the above call the office Ph.59648341
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(continues from page 12)A bit of St Peter’s Wort.
Then a lot of Canary Grass. Digging this one
out with the mattock proved slow work but
finally it was ready for planting Phil’s Garden
as we nicknamed it! We put in 120 plants,
just the right amount for this fairly small cell.

We moved on to
the old boat lake
for lunch where
we startled some
poor Swamp
Wallaby.
After a while of
McColl's Swamp Refilling
sitting down, I
After lunch and the tools cleanup we decided
had just finished
to finish the day with a recreational walk up
commenting that
along the creek. It’s nice to see McColl’s
it was a shame
Swamp slowly refilling. Grey Shrike-thrushes
we didn’t see the
called from cover as we passed them. Near
Swamp Harriers up here anymore when
the Middle Creek bridge, Pete noticed an old,
calling from the sky and wheeling around
large stick nest, like a
appeared two Swamp
Heron’s up in the tree tops.
Harriers! They put on
We came across a
quite a show, coming
blossoming Swamp Gum
lower before finally
just over the fence from the
disappearing behind the
Sunday 14 September
Reserve. New Holland
trees.
Honeyeaters were all over
Sunday 12 October
it, accompanied by Red
After lunch, we continued
Wattlebirds, White-naped
collecting Mountain
Sunday 9 November
and White-eared HoneySwamp Gum, again from
eaters.
low branches at first but
Sunday 14 December.
An Eastern Spinebill called
most from a major branch
from Middle Creek in the
which had fallen by the
All start at 10.00am at the
distance. As it was getting
swift waters of the swollen
Nursery and are automatically
colder, we continued to the
Cockatoo Creek. Running
cancelled on Total Fire Ban days.
water point and then
low on time we finished up
turned back.
here then headed back to
the Nursery to deposit the
Mountain Swamp Gum Seeds
seed in the bank! ■
The 10th of August started unpromisingly
enough with rain overnight, low cloud and
showers at Yellingbo. We had a request to
collect Mountain Swamp Gum seed as our
stocks were running low. We entered the
We are looking at up dating
Cockatoo Creek arm of the Reserve via
our photos on our cards and
Spillers Road and collected from near the
would appreciate any suitable
bridges. We were getting small but
photos taken of the bird.
respectable quantities from some low hanging
branches but the breakthrough came when
Recognition will be given to
we found a fallen tree out in the Common
photographer plus copyright
Reed, pushed over by the recent wild weather.
will apply.
Birds and frogs called around us. Grey
Shrike-thrush, Eastern Whipbird, Common
Please send your photos to
Froglet, Laughing Kookaburra and Purple
mandrcraddock@westnet.com.au
Swamphen. A Little Raven called and flew
With thanks.
away up overhead against the blue sky of
Margot
mid-morning.

Quite a few 'Friends' come together once
a week to work in the Nursery, starting
what may become stately trees or lovely
blooming bush.
On this page we show you every issue a

shining example of what all that toil and
trouble can lead to.
Today we have choosen the lovely

Hardenbergia violacea
against a backdrop of

Acacia mucronata
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